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Early Greece (Fontana History Of The Ancient World)
Places the development of Anaximander's thought within social, political, cosmological,
astronomical, and technological contexts.
Fresh, exciting and vividly readable, this is popular history at its very best. Our
understanding of world history is changing, as new discoveries are made on all the
continents and old prejudices are being challenged. In this truly global journey, political
journalist Andrew Marr revisits some of the traditional epic stories, from classical
Greece and Rome to the rise of Napoleon, but surrounds them with less familiar
material, from Peru to the Ukraine, China to the Caribbean. He looks at cultures that
have failed and vanished, as well as the origins of today’s superpowers, and finds
surprising echoes and parallels across vast distances and epochs. A History of the
World is a book about the great change-makers of history and their times, people such
as Cleopatra, Genghis Khan, Galileo and Mao, but it is also a book about us. For ‘the
better we understand how rulers lose touch with reality, or why revolutions produce
dictators more often than they produce happiness, or why some parts of the world are
richer than others, the easier it is to understand our own times.’
This book presents an economic analysis of the causes and consequences of
institutional change in ancient Athens. Focusing on the period 800-300 BCE, it looks in
particular at the development of political institutions and taxation, including a new look
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at the activities of individuals like Solon, Kleisthenes and Perikles and on the changes
in political rules and taxation after the Peloponnesian War.
This Companion provides scholarly yet accessible new interpretations of Greek history
of the Classical period, from the aftermath of the Persian Wars in 478 B.C. to the death
of Alexander the Great in 323 B.C. Topics covered range from the political and
institutional structures of Greek society, to literature, art, economics, society, warfare,
geography and the environment Discusses the problems of interpreting the various
sources for the period Guides the reader towards a broadly-based understanding of the
history of the Classical Age
8 Volume Set
A Short History of Ancient Greece
Political Competition, Innovation and Growth
Peisistratos and the Tyranny
A History of Greece to the Death of Alexander the Great
Periclean Athens

The art of classical Greece, and its political and
philosophical ideas, have had a profound influence on
Western civilization. It was in the fifth and fourth
centuries B.C. that this Greek culture--material, political
and intellectual--reached its zenith. At the same time, the
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Greek states were at their most powerful and quarrelsome. J.
K. Davies traces the flowering of this extraordinary
society, drawing on a wealth of documentary material: houses
and graves, extant sculpture and vases, as well as the
writings of historians, orators, biographers, dramatists,
and philosophers.
This study of the nature of power in human societies
identifies the four principal "sources" of power as being
control over economic, ideological, military and political
resources. The author examines inter-relations between these
elements from neolithic times, through ancient Near Eastern
civilizations, the classical Mediterranean age, and medieval
Europe, up to just before the Industrial Revolution in
England.
A Companion to Science, Technology, and Medicine in Ancient
Greece and Rome brings a fresh perspective to the study of
these disciplines in the ancient world, with 60 chapters
examining these topics from a variety of critical and
technical perspectives. Brings a fresh perspective to the
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study of science, technology, and medicine in the ancient
world, with 60 chapters examining these topics from a
variety of critical and technical perspectives Begins
coverage in 600 BCE and includes sections on the later Roman
Empire and beyond, featuring discussion of the transmission
and reception of these ideas into the Renaissance
Investigates key disciplines, concepts, and movements in
ancient science, technology, and medicine within the
historical, cultural, and philosophical contexts of Greek
and Roman society Organizes its content in two halves: the
first focuses on mathematical and natural sciences; the
second focuses on cultural applications and
interdisciplinary themes 2 Volumes
No one has hitherto had the breadth of imagination and
intellectual boldness to describe and analyse government
throughout recorded history and throughout the world. This
unique study of government is the culmination of the work of
the late S. E. Finer, one of the leading political
scientistsof the twentieth century.Ranging over 5,000 years,
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from the Sumerian city state to the modern European nation
state, five themes emerge: state-building, military formats,
belief systems, social stratification, and timespan. The
three volumes examine both representative and exceptional
polities, and focus on politicalelites of different
types.Ancient Monarchies and Empires opens with Finer's
masterly Conceptual Prologue, setting out the entire scope
and structure of The History. Books One and Two then
consider early examples of the predominantly `palace' type
of polity, notably in respect of the Kingdoms of Egypt and
the Empires ofAssyria, Persia, Han China, and Rome;
interspersed with consideration of the `exceptional' Jewish
Kingdoms and the Greek and Roman Republics.Professor Finer's
cogent descriptive analysis offers both an invaluable
reference resource and an exhilarating journey across time
and space.
Routledge History of Philosophy Volume I
The Consuming Passions of Classical Athens
New Studies in the Origins of Greek Philosophy
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The Imaginary Polis
A History of the World
The Sources of Social Power: Volume 1, A History of Power
from the Beginning to AD 1760
Greece in the Making 1200–479 BC is an accessible and comprehensive account of
Greek history from the end of the Bronze Age to the Classical Period. The first edition
of this book broke new ground by acknowledging that, barring a small number of
archaic poems and inscriptions, the majority of our literary evidence for archaic Greece
reported only what later writers wanted to tell, and so was subject to systematic
selection and distortion. This book offers a narrative which acknowledges the later
traditions, as traditions, but insists that we must primarily confront the contemporary
evidence, which is in large part archaeological and art historical, and must make sense
of it in its own terms. In this second edition, as well as updating the text to take account
of recent scholarship and re-ordering, Robin Osborne has addressed more explicitly the
weaknesses and unsustainable interpretations which the first edition chose merely to
pass over. He now spells out why this book features no ‘rise of the polis’ and no
‘colonization’, and why the treatment of Greek settlement abroad is necessarily spread
over various chapters. Students and teachers alike will particularly appreciate the
enhanced discussion of economic history and the more systematic treatment of issues
of gender and sexuality.
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Michael Crawford's highly praised history is now expanded and revised to
accommodate recent discoveries and current thinking.
Marked by a power shift from Rome to Constantinople and the Christianization of the
Empire, this era requires a narrative and interpretative history of its own. Cameron, an
authority on later Roman and early Byzantine history and culture, captures the pivotal
fourth century, doing justice to the enormous explosion of recent scholarship.
Now available in ebook format.
How One Battle Changed Western Civilization
The Greeks and Greek Civilization
Thucydides
Anaximander in Context
Early Greece
Economic Analysis of Institutional Change in Ancient Greece
Explores ancient civilizations and cultures from the dawn of humankind up to and
including the Middle Ages.
The landmark study of ancient Greek civilization by a renowned nineteenth-century
scholar and historian sheds new light on Greek culture and its influence that rejects the
long-held myth of the Greek democratic state. 25,000 first printing.
The Greeks has provided a concise yet wide-ranging introduction to the culture of
ancient Greece since its first publication. In this expanded second edition the bestselling volume offers a lucid survey that: covers all the key elements of ancient Greek
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civilization from the age of Homer to the Hellenistic period provides detailed
discussions of the main trends in literature and drama, philosophy, art and architecture,
with generous reference to original sources places ancient Greek culture firmly in its
political, social and historical context includes a new chapter on ‘Religion and Social
Life’. @text:The Greeks now contains more illustrations, a chronological chart, maps,
and suggestions for further reading as well as a new glossary. The Greeks is an
indispensable introduction for all students of Classics, and an invaluable guide for
students of other disciplines who require a grounding in Greek civilization.
Thoroughly updated and revised, the second edition of this successful and widely
praised textbook offers an account of the ‘classical’ period of Greek history, from the
aftermath of the Persian Wars in 478 BC to the death of Alexander the Great in 323 BC.
Two important new chapters have been added, covering life and culture in the classical
Greek world Features new pedagogical tools, including textboxes, and a comprehensive
chronological table of the West, mainland Greece, and the Aegean Enlarged and
additional maps and illustrative material Covers the history of an important period,
including: the flourishing of democracy in Athens; the Peloponnesian war, and the
conquests of Alexander the Great Focuses on the evidence for the period, and how the
evidence is to be interpreted
A History of the Classical Greek World
Greece in the Making 1200-479 BC
Symposium, January 7-10, 2004
The Greeks
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An Introduction to Their Culture
A Companion to the Archaeology of Early Greece and the Mediterranean, 2 Volume Set

The vast empire that Alexander the Great left at his death in 323 BC
has few parallels. For the next three hundred years the Greeks
controlled a complex of monarchies and city-states that stretched
from the Adriatic Sea to India. Walbank's lucid and authoritative
history of that Hellenistic world examines political events, describes
the different social systems and mores of the people under Greek rule,
traces important developments in literature and science, and
discusses the new religious movements.
The lifestyle of the classical Greeks often seems disappointingly
modest when compared to those of other legendary civilizations.
Where are the marble floors, the pillared halls, the gilden rooms?
Even the Athenians, the richest and most poweful of the Greeks, were
said by one contemporary to dress no better than slaves. Athenians,
however, were as skilled at spending as their playwrights were at
devising tragedies. Vast estates vanished overnight, squandered not
on material luxury but on eating, drinking, and sex--ephemeral
pleasures that left no monuments but are recounted in numerous
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ancient texts. Much of what they describe seems familiar--the
pleasures of wine, the dangers of seduction, a mouthwatering plate of
squid--but some stories are more puzzling: savages on the shores of
the Persian Gulf who live off bread made of fish-flour; Alexander the
Great drinks a toast that kills him; Socrates interrogates a beautiful
woman who lives in luxury with no obvious means of support. James
Davidson masterfully unravels these strange anecdotes, casting new
light not only on ancient pleasures but on the Ancient World as a
whole. Full of intriguing detail and perspicacious insight, Courtesans
and Fishcakes takes swipe at the old scholarship (Freud, Nietzsche,
Foucault) and lays the groundwork for the new, delivering a
fascinating and engagingly written study of the hedonism that ruled
Athens.
Early Greece
Originally published between 1928 and 1987, the volumes in this set
provide an interesting look back at how psychology has developed as
a discipline and some of the problems it has encountered along the
way. It includes volumes focusing on the history of specific fields such
as developmental and experimental psychology, as well as examining
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the roots of psychological theory as a whole and how it has informed
many of the fields of psychology we know today.
History of the Ancient & Medieval World
The Roman Republic
The Later Roman Empire, AD 284-430
Classical Greece, 500-323 BC
The Archaeology of Ancient Greece
From the Beginning to Plato
The Battle of Marathon in 490 B.C. is not only understood as the most decisive
event in the struggle between the Greeks and the Persians, but can also be
seen as perhaps the most significant moment in our collective history. 10,000
Athenian citizens faced a Persian military force of more than 25,000. Greek
victory appeared impossible, but the men of Athens were tenacious and the
Persians were defeated. Following the battle, the Athenian hoplite army ran
26.5 miles from Marathon to Athens to defend their port from the Persian
navy. Although they had just run the great distance in heavy armor, the
Athenians won the battle and drove the Persian forces from Attica. Greek
freedom ensued and the achievements of the culture became much of the
basis for Western civilization. In this comprehensive and engrossing
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treatment, Richard Billows captures the drama of that day 2500 years ago and
the ramifications it has had throughout Western history.
Within the space of three centuries, up to the great Persian invasion of
480BC, Greece was transformed from a simple peasant society into a
sophisticated civilization which dominated the shores of the Mediterranean
from Spain to Syria and from the Crimea to Egypt - a culture whose
achievements in the fields of art, science, philosophy and politics were to
establish the canons of the Western world. The author of this book places this
development in the context of Mediterranean civilization, providing an
account of the transformation that launched Western culture.
An overview of ancient Greek civilization is provided with discussions of
Greek philosophy, art, and literature
A magisterial account of how a tiny city-state in ancient Greece became
history’s most influential civilization, from the bestselling author of acclaimed
biographies of Cicero, Augustus, and Hadrian Filled with tales of adventure
and astounding reversals of fortune, The Rise of Athens celebrates the citystate that transformed the world—from the democratic revolution that marked
its beginning, through the city’s political and cultural golden age, to its
decline into the ancient equivalent of a modern-day university town. Anthony
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Everitt constructs his history with unforgettable portraits of the talented,
tricky, ambitious, and unscrupulous Athenians who fueled the city’s rise:
Themistocles, the brilliant naval strategist who led the Greeks to a decisive
victory over their Persian enemies; Pericles, arguably the greatest Athenian
statesman of them all; and the wily Alcibiades, who changed his political
allegiance several times during the course of the Peloponnesian War—and
died in a hail of assassins’ arrows. Here also are riveting you-are-there
accounts of the milestone battles that defined the Hellenic world:
Thermopylae, Marathon, and Salamis among them. An unparalleled
storyteller, Everitt combines erudite, thoughtful historical analysis with
stirring narrative set pieces that capture the colorful, dramatic, and exciting
world of ancient Greece. Although the history of Athens is less well known
than that of other world empires, the city-state’s allure would inspire
Alexander the Great, the Romans, and even America’s own Founding Fathers.
It’s fair to say that the Athenians made possible the world in which we live
today. In this peerless new work, Anthony Everitt breathes vivid life into this
most ancient story. Praise for The Rise of Athens “[An] invaluable history of a
foundational civilization . . . combining impressive scholarship with involving
narration.”—Booklist “Compelling . . . a comprehensive and entertaining
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account of one of the most transformative societies in Western history . . .
Everitt recounts the high points of Greek history with flair and
aplomb.”—Shelf Awareness “Highly readable . . . Everitt keeps the action
moving.”—Kirkus Reviews Praise for Anthony Everitt’s The Rise of Rome
“Rome’s history abounds with remarkable figures. . . . Everitt writes for the
informed and the uninformed general reader alike, in a brisk, conversational
style, with a modern attitude of skepticism and realism.”—The Dallas Morning
News “[A] lively and readable account . . . Roman history has an uncanny
ability to resonate with contemporary events.”—Maclean’s “Elegant, swift and
faultless as an introduction to his subject.”—The Spectator “An engrossing
history of a relentlessly pugnacious city’s 500-year rise to empire.”—Kirkus
Reviews “Fascinating history and a great read.”—Chicago Sun-Times
The War of the Peloponnesians and the Athenians
Including an Edition of His Non-medical Prose
The History of Government from the Earliest Times: Ancient monarchies and
empires
A Reappraisal of the Evidence
Courtesans & Fishcakes
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Volume 1 of the Routledge History of Philosophy covers one of the most
remarkable periods in human thought. In the space of two and a half
centuries, philosophy developed from quasi-mythological speculation to a
state in which many of the most fundamental questions about the universe,
the mind and human conduct had been vigorously pursued, and some of
the most enduring masterworks of Western thought had been written. The
essays present the fundamental approaches and thinkers of Greek
philosophy in chronological order. Each is written by a recognised authority
in the particular field, and takes account of the large amount of highquality work done in the last few decades on Platonic and pre-Platonic
philosophy. All write in an accessible style, meeting the needs of the nonspecialist without loss of scholarly precision. Topics covered range from
early Greek speculative thought, its cultural and social setting, to the
Sophists, Socrates and culminate in three chapters on Plato's lasting
contribution to all central areas of philosophy. Supplemented with a
chronology, a glossary of technical terms and an extensive bibliography,
this volume will prove an invaluable and comprehensive guide to the
beginnings of philosophy.
Classical Greece and its legacy have long inspired a powerful and
passionate fascination. The civilization that bequeathed to later ages
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drama and democracy, Homer and heroism, myth and Mycenae and the
Delphic Oracle and the Olympic Games has, perhaps more than any other,
helped shape the intellectual contours of the modern world. P J Rhodes is
among the most distinguished historians of antiquity. In this elegant, zesty
new survey he explores the archaic (8th–early 5th centuries BCE), classical
(5th and 4th centuries BCE) and Hellenistic (late 4th–mid-2nd centuries
BCE) periods up to the beginning of Roman hegemony. His scope is that of
the peoples who originated on the Greek mainland and Aegean islands who
later migrated to the shores of the Mediterranean and Black Seas, and then
(following the conquests of Alexander) to the Near East and beyond.
Exploring topics such as the epic struggle with Persia; the bitter rivalry of
Athens and Sparta; slaves and ethnicity; religion and philosophy; and
literature and the visual arts, this authoritative book will attract students
and non-specialists in equal measure.
In the second and third quarters of the fifth century BC, when Athens
became both politically and culturally dominant in the Greek world, Pericles
was the leading figure in the city's public life. At this time Athens
developed an empire of a kind which no Greek city had had before, and its
politics were reshaped by the new institution of democracy. These changes
inspired religious developments, while the sophists revolutionised
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philosophy, analysed human affairs in human terms, and Athenian tragedy
became the principal Greek poetic form. This volume's illustrations further
show the numerous artistic and sculptural developments in Pericles' time,
as the building programmes attracted architects, builders and sculptors to
Athens, and Athenian red-figure pottery reached new heights of skill in the
scenes painted on it. This concise and accessible introduction guides
students through the key aspects of this most-studied period of ancient
Greek history, focusing on the major developments, political and cultural,
that took place in Pericles' time.
"This book brings together twenty-five papers by A. M. Snodgrass, some of
them previously published only in rather inaccessible places, which have
contributed to this change. They cover four decades of work on preClassical and Classical Greece and some adjacent fields of scholarship,
beginning in the 1960s when Classical archaeology was not widely seen as
a free-standing subject. They chart the progress of a movement for the
intellectual independence of Greek archaeology and art, from history and
textual studies and for recognition among other branches of
archaeology."--BOOK JACKET.
The Hellenistic World from Alexander to the Roman Conquest
478 - 323 BC
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A Companion to the Classical Greek World
A Historical Analysis
The Literary Career of Mark Akenside
The Story of the World's Greatest Civilization
A new translation of Thucydides, a foundational text in the history of Western political thought,
with extensive student reference material.
This book reconstructs the origins and spread of precious metal money in the Iron Age eastern
Mediterranean (1200-600 BCE).
The complete Short Oxford History of Europe (series editor: Professor T C W Blanning) will cover
the history of Europe from Classical Greece to the present in eleven volumes. In each, experts
write to their strengths tackling the key issues, including society, economy, religion, politics, and
culture, head-on in chapters that will be at once wide-ranging surveys and searching analyses.
Each book is specifically designed with the non-specialist reader in mind; but the authority of the
contributors and the vigour of the interpretations will make them necessary and challenging
reading for fellow academics across a range of disciplines. Osborne's is the third book to be
launched in the series, following on from the publication of Blanning's Eighteenth and Nineteenth
century volumes. Robin Osborne provides an analysis which introduces the physical world of the
Greek city and the inheritance of the classical city from its archaic past. With specially
commissioned chapters, ateam of experts introduce the reader to the economy of the Greek city,
its political and religious institutions, the waging of warfare between cities, the nature and ancient
analysis of struggles within cities, and the private life of individuals. The focus then moves to
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diachronic change within the city, tracing the broad narratives of Greek history through the fifth
and fourth centuries, and concludes by demonstrating the changing ways in which the Greeks
themselves construed individual and civic life. Looking at classical Greece as a whole, the reader
is introduced to general issues through use of precise examples and through the words of Greek
writers themselves. Maps, a timeline, and a selective bibliography help readers to ground the
information that is given and direct their further studies.
This is the first comprehensive sourcebook in English concentrating entirely on the Hellenistic
age.
A Companion to Science, Technology, and Medicine in Ancient Greece and Rome, 2 Volume Set
A Selection of Ancient Sources in Translation
Marathon
The Hellenistic World
Archaeology and the Emergence of Greece
Democracy and Classical Greece

A Companion that examines together two pivotal periods of Greek
archaeology and offers a rich analysis of early Greek culture A
Companion to the Archaeology of Early Greece and the Mediterranean
offers an original and inclusive review of two key periods of Greek
archaeology, which are typically treated separately—the Late Bronze
Age and the Early Iron Age. It presents an in-depth exploration of the
society and material culture of Greece and the Mediterranean, from the
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14th to the early 7th centuries BC. The two-volume companion sets
Aegean developments within their broader geographic and cultural
context, and presents the wide-ranging interactions with the
Mediterranean. The companion bridges the gap that typically exists
between Prehistoric and Classical Archaeology and examines material
culture and social practice across Greece and the Mediterranean. A
number of specialists examine the environment and demography, and
analyze a range of textual and archaeological evidence to shed light on
socio-political and cultural developments. The companion also
emphasizes regionalism in the archaeology of early Greece and
examines the responses of different regions to major phenomena such
as state formation, literacy, migration and colonization. Comprehensive
in scope, this important companion: Outlines major developments in
the two key phases of early Greece, the Late Bronze Age and the Early
Iron Age Includes studies of the geography, chronology and
demography of early Greece Explores the development of early Greek
state and society and examines economy, religion, art and material
culture Sets Aegean developments within their Mediterranean context
Written for students, and scholars interested in the material culture of
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the era, A Companion to the Archaeology of Early Greece and the
Mediterranean offers a comprehensive and authoritative guide that
bridges the gap between the Late Bronze Age and the Early Iron Age.
A synthesis of research on the material culture of Greece in the Archaic
and Classical periods.
This volume confronts an important historical hypothesis with empirical
evidence from selected periods of history. The hypothesis in question
states that competition among political and legal organisations in
developing rules has been a crucial condition for liberty, innovation and
growth in the history of mankind. It is due to Immanuel Kant, Edward
Gibbon and Max Weber and has been revived and further developed by
Nobel-Laureate Douglass C. North who contributes the first chapter.
The volume brings together political economists, historians and legal
scholars to discuss the role of political competition in the rise and
decline of nations - both in theory and in a large number of case
studies.
Murray traces the emergence of urbanisation and social and political
structures from the Mycenean and legendary origins of Greece through
to the Persian Wars.
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Psychology Library Editions: History of Psychology
The Rise of Athens
The Origins of Money in the Iron Age Mediterranean World
"This book offers the fullest critical account to date of the
literary career of Mark Akenside (1721-1770). In the course of
the discussion, Akenside's literary achievements and his
contributions to the vibrant cultural scene of the mideighteenth century are amply demonstrated, as well as his
intellectual originality, his inventive use of source material,
and his influence on poets and philosophers in the late
eighteenth century and the Romantic period."--Publisher's
website.
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